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Thank you for coming!

Some Thoughts On:

• Mathematics and Its History

• Research in Mathematics and Sabbaticals

• The Future of the Mathematical Sciences and Their Roles in Science

and finally

• Eva’s and My Work on Invariant Subspaces
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That is, is Next Year’s Math

any different from This Year’s Math?

or Last Year’s Math?

or even Last Century’s Math?

Even if you haven’t experienced it yet, YES!!! They are Different
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More New mathematics and statistics was created

in the second half of the 20th century

than in all of previous human history!

Mathematics and statistics faculty at research universities like

IUPUI, and also other colleges and universities, are engaged in

the creation of new statistics and mathematics!

Indeed! It was and IS at places like IUPUI

and other research universities in the US and Europe

where a majority of that new mathematics has been created!!
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Some Old Mathematics you’ve heard of:

• Arithmetic before 3000 BC

• Geometry 2000-500 BC

• Algebra 1000 AD

• Probability 1650 AD

• Calculus 1665 AD

• Statistics 1750 AD

and some maybe you haven’t

• Number Theory 400 BC-500 AD

• Differential Equations 1670-1750 AD

• Graph Theory 1736 AD

• Group Theory 1830 AD
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• Complex Analysis 1850

• Set Theory 1874

• Knot Theory 1877

• Topology 1895

• Functional Analysis 1900

• Theory of Computability 1936

• Linear Optimization 1939/1947

• Mathematical Biology 1970

• Dynamical Systems & Chaos 1970

• Computational Algebraic Geometry 1979

• Tropical Geometry 1998/2003
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COMPUTERS!!! Mathematicians Alan Turing and John

von Neumann, in the 1930’s and 40’s, provided theoretical

foundation for operation of the digital computers we use now

and were involved building some of the first computers.

Mathematician Grace Hopper wrote the first compiler, worked

on building the Mark I and UNIVAC I, directed the creation

of the first compiled programming languages

and was a consultant in the creation of COBOL (1959).

Hopper is credited with first using the word “BUG” to refer

to a glitch in the work of a computer after a MOTH short

circuited an early computer and stopped the machine!
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Number Theory is important in your everyday life!

Your ATM and internet security (probably) uses encryption

based on the work of mathematicians Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir,

and Leonard Adelman at MIT, announced in 1977.

The RSA cryptosystem, and related ideas, are the basis for

much of the work done now on data and communications

security worldwide.
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MEDICINE!!! Statistics plays a central role in enabling the

discovery of effective medicines and medical treatments

and in showing they are safe enough to bring to market.

Statistical Quality Control!!! Statistics plays a central

role in ensuring you get high quality products from medicines

to televisions and cars

to potato chips and ice cream!

Analytics!!! Business Analytics! Sports Analytics!

INFORMATION, not just data!

Information based on data, yes, but not just data!
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Other NEW Mathematics is important in your everyday life!

Google is younger than YOU

& runs on linear algebra created in your lifetime!

Mathematics can describe Juggling Moves

it can be used to create Juggling Simulators

and analyze the “jugglability” of juggling patterns!

Actuarial Mathematics & Statistics is used by insurance

companies to predict claims and set premiums.

Homeowner’s insurance depends on sophisticated catastrophe

modeling so companies can insure homes against earthquakes,

hurricanes, tornados; rare but financially devastating events!
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The NEXT Mathematics will be important in your future!

BUT What IS the NEXT Mathematics?

Applications of Statistics, Linear Algebra, Numerical Analysis

to problems of Data Analysis and Data Mining will enable

connections to be made in collections of complex data.

Can we create Multi-scale Mathematics?

Can we invent Mathematics to describe Chaotic Phenomena?
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The NEXT Mathematics depends on research done by faculty!

Much of research depends on collaboration!

Wouldn’t it be great to take your lab

to the lab of a collaborator to work together in both labs?

ALL research depends on TIME!

My Sabbatical gave me TIME to carry my lab

to Eva Gallardo’s lab and work on hard problems in both labs!

There is No Doubt that the research we did last year

Would Not have been done without the Sabbatical



My research area is Functional Analysis
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Functional Analysis is important in your everyday life!

The Radon Transform was developed by Johann Radon in

1917 as an integral transform and with corresponding inverse

transform as part of his work in real and functional analysis.

These transforms are built into barcode scanners, electron

microscopes, & used in reflection seismology in oil exploration

and in Medical imaging techniques like:

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and ultrasound imaging

computed axial tomography (CAT) scans

positron emission tomography (PET) scans



Functional Analysis is important in your everyday life!

Also applied in

Quantum Mechanics,

Wavelet Analysis,

Signal Processing,

Image Compression,

. . .
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The kind of functional analysis Eva Gallardo and I do is

linear mathematics,

mathematics in which

a doubling of inputs results in a doubling of outputs,

or adding two inputs results in addition of the outputs

That is, the processes are controlled by

linear transformations or linear operators

Of course, these processes must take place in a space in which doubling or

addition makes sense!
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The spaces we think about, in which doubling and addition make sense, are

called vector spaces, which are the setting for the college level courses on

linear algebra that I often teach.

Vector spaces in which distance is given by assigning lengths to vectors and

in which we can do analysis (e.g. calculus) are called Banach spaces

The special Banach spaces in which Euclidean geometry works as usual, for

example, in which the Pythagorean Theorem holds for “right triangles”, are

called Euclidean spaces, or more formally, Hilbert spaces.
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Much of undergraduate science that uses multidimensional analysis takes

place in the “3-dimensional world” we live in. This space, which

mathematicians call R3, is a Hilbert space.

The R stands for the “real numbers” that we use in measurement and

arithmetic when working in this space.

Sometimes, it is more convenient to use the complex numbers C to do

arithmetic and then we use the vector space C3 instead of R3.

Even less comfortably, sometimes we use spaces of higher dimension,

like R4 or C4 which are “4-dimensional” Hilbert spaces,

or we may even use “infinite-dimensional” spaces!



Eva and I always work in infinite dimensional, complex Hilbert spaces.

We usually use the space H2(D), the Hardy Hilbert space, an infinite

dimensional, complex Hilbert space whose vectors are functions that are

analytic in the open unit disk in the complex plane.



Some formal terminology:

If A is a bounded linear operator mapping a Banach space X into itself,

a closed subspace M of X is an invariant subspace for A

if for each v in M , the vector Av is also in M .

The subspaces M = (0) and M = X are trivial invariant subspaces and we

are not interested in these.

The Invariant Subspace Question is:

• Does every bounded operator on a Banach space have a non-trivial

invariant subspace?
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If X is a finite dimensional complex vector space with dimension at least 2,

then any linear transformation has eigenvectors and each eigenvector

generates a one dimensional (non-trivial) invariant subspace.

The Jordan Canonical Form Theorem uses these non-trivial invariant

subspaces to provide a foundation for the complete analysis of the behavior

of a transformation. Conversely, the Jordan Canonical Form of a

transformation provides the information to construct all of the invariant

subspaces of an operator on a finite dimensional space.

Invariant Subspaces are the KEY to the Structure of an Operator!



If X is a very large, non-separable, Banach space it is easy to show every

operator on X has non-trivial invariant subspace.

Therefore, in thinking about the Invariant Subspace Question,

consider only infinite dimensional, separable Banach spaces.
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Example in R3: A Spinning Ball Spins around an Axis !

The Axis is an invariant subspace for the linear operator associated with the

spinning!

Thus: The Invariant Subspace Question is:

If you spin an infinite dimensional ball in an infinite

dimensional Banach space, is there always an axis around

which it is spinning?
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• Spectral Theorem for self-adjoint operators on Hilbert spaces gives
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• Beurling (1949): completely characterized the invariant subspaces of
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• von Neumann (’30’s, 40’s?), Aronszajn & Smith (’54):

Every compact operator on a Banach space has invariant subspaces.
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Some history:

• Spectral Theorem for self-adjoint operators

• Beurling (1949): invariant subspaces of isometric shift

• von Neumann (’30’s, 40’s?), Aronszajn & Smith (’54): compact operators

• Lomonosov (’73): Yes, for S when S ↔ T ↔ K, if K compact

• Lomonosov did not solve ISP: Hadwin, Nordgren, Radjavi, Rosenthal(’80)

• Enflo (’75/’87), Read (’85): Found operators on Banach spaces with only

the trivial invariant subspaces!

The (revised) Invariant Subspace Question is:

Hilbert
• Does every bounded operator on a Banach×××× space have a non-trivial

invariant subspace?



In science, a Model is an object/organism which behaves in a certain way

like many other objects/organisms, or especially an organism that behaves in

a certain way like humans.
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Rota’s Universal Operators:

Defn: Let X be a Banach space, let U be a bounded operator on X .

We say U is universal for X if for each bounded operator A on X ,

there is an invariant subspace M for U and a non-zero number λ

such that λA is similar to U |M .

Rota proved in 1960 that if X is a separable, infinite dimensional Hilbert

space, there are universal operators on X !

In other words, there are operators U , so complicated, that they behave, in

one part of their universe (that is exactly like the whole universe), the same

(except for size) as every possible operator!!



Theorem (Caradus (1969))

If H is separable Hilbert space and U is bounded operator on H such that:

• The null space of U is infinite dimensional.

• The range of U is H.

then U is universal for H.



The Hardy Hilbert space on the unit disk, D = {z ∈ C : |z| < 1} is:

H2 = {h analytic in D : h(z) =

∞∑
n=0

anz
n with ‖h‖2 =

∑
|an|2 <∞}

Isometry zn ↔ einθ shows H2 ‘is’ subspace {h ∈ L2(∂D) : h ∼
∞∑
n=0

ane
inθ}

H2 is a Hilbert space of analytic functions on D in the sense that

for each α, the linear functional on H2 given by h 7→ h(α) is continuous.

Indeed, the inner product on H2 gives h(α) = 〈h,Kα〉

where Kα(z) = (1− αz)−1 for α in D.



Consider four types of operators on H2:

For f in L∞(∂D), Toeplitz operator Tf is operator given by Tfh = P+fh

where P+ is the orthogonal projection from L2(∂D) onto H2

For ψ a bounded analytic map of D into the complex plane,

the analytic Toeplitz operator Tψ is

(Tψh)(z) = ψ(z)h(z) for h in H2

Note: for ψ in H∞, P+ψh = ψh

For ϕ an analytic map of D into itself, the composition operator Cϕ is

(Cϕh) (z) = h(ϕ(z)) for h in H2

and for ψ in H∞ and ϕ an analytic map of D into itself,

the weighted composition operator Wψ,ϕ = TψCϕ is

(Wψ,ϕh) (z) = ψ(z)h(ϕ(z)) for h in H2



Some previously known Universal Operators (in sense of Rota):

Best Known: adjoint of a unilateral shift of infinite multiplicity:

If S is analytic Toeplitz operator whose symbol is an inner function that

is not a finite Blaschke product, then S∗ is a universal operator.
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Some previously known Universal Operators (in sense of Rota):

Also well known (Nordgren, Rosenthal, Wintrobe (’84,’87)):

If ϕ is an automorphism of D with fixed points ±1 and Denjoy-Wolff point 1,

that is, ϕ(z) =
z + s

1 + sz
for 0 < s < 1,

then a translate of the composition operator Cϕ is a universal operator.

In 2011, C. and Gallardo Gutiérrez showed that this translate, restricted to a

co-dimension one invariant subspace on which it is universal, is unitarily

equivalent to the adjoint of the analytic Toeplitz operator Tψ where ψ is a

translate of the covering map of the disk onto interior of the annulus σ(Cϕ).

In C.’s thesis (’76): The analytic Toeplitz operators S and Tψ DO NOT

commute with non-trivial compact operators.

Also proved: IF an analytic Toeplitz operator commutes with a non-trivial

compact, then the compact operator is quasi-nilpotent.



A New Universal Operator (in sense of Rota):

Main Theorem of June paper. (C. and Gallardo Gutiérrez, 2013)

There are bounded analytic functions ϕ and ψ on the unit disk

and an analytic map J of the unit disk into itself

so that the Toeplitz operator T∗ϕ is a universal operator in the sense of Rota

and the weighted composition operator W∗ψ,J
is an injective, compact operator with dense range

that commutes with the universal operator T∗ϕ .



Observations:

• The best known operators that are universal in the sense of Rota are,

or are unitarily equivalent to, adjoints of analytic Toeplitz operators.

• Some universal operators commute with compact operators

and some do not.



Second paper shows:

• There are VERY MANY analytic Toeplitz operators

whose adjoints are universal operators in the sense of Rota

and VERY MANY of them commute with non-trivial compact operators!
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The progress this work has made:

Previously:

Tools for producing invariant subspaces:

operators commuting with compact operator

A Few Tools for representing operators:

Universal operators in sense of Rota

Now:

Many Tools both producing invariant subspaces and representing operators:

operators commuting with compact operator

Universal operators in sense of Rota

But Still Not Invariant Subspaces for Every Operator!
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Slides for talk: www.math.iupui.edu/ ˜ccowen/WhatRIS.pdf


